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Areas of Expertise

Keynote Topics
1. South Africa 2017: Uncharted Water

Leadership weakness, economic stagnation and political upheavals all together create substantial
uncertainty. In this flagship keynote, Daniel Silke combines economic and political trends to put into
context the turbulent times in which the country operates. Silke is one of the few analysts to provide
a comprehensive economic update and link this with political change as well as the prevailing
intrigue within the governing ANC.

2. South Africa: Consolidation Or Unravelling
In this new keynote presentation, Daniel Silke delves deep into the political and economic divisions
within the ANC in a year in which the deep factionalism of recent times and leadership succession
threaten to disrupt its performance. Who are the contenders for power and what will they mean
for policy-making and delivery in the future? Will South Africa succeed in future or will it unravel?
That’s the core issue of this dramatic, yet essential new presentation.

3. Global Reality 2017 & Beyond: The World, Africa & South Africa
South Africa faces considerable domestic challenges – but clearly, we do live in a global village
and events in the broader African and international environment have substantial impact on our
economic performance. In this comprehensive new keynote, Daniel Silke sets the scene for
discussing South Africa’s economy and political performance by first looking at the essential
dynamics and disruptors facing the global economy and Sub-Saharan Africa. This keynote discusses
South Africa’s domestic political economy and its current performance but also provides a very
global overview of the key trends beyond our borders. This is a critical scene-setter for any
conference looking for a more macro overview of where the world is at right now followed by a
discussion on South Africa.

Daniel Silke is an Independent Political Analyst, Author and Keynote Speaker specializing in South
African and International politics. He has a specialist interest in political parties and elections and is a
renowned Futurist lecturing widely on issues surrounding global change, volatility and the future of the
world. He is regarded within South Africa as one of that country’s leading political commentators and
most passionate public speakers.
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